
Faster, Safer, Better Way
to Deliver Content

INTRODUCING JUPITER CDN

Jupiter CDN is global CDN service has a strong POP presence
in Asia and especially INDONESIA with high-performance
network of servers that brings content closer to audiences.
Provided as a service, it enables any organization to :
 Easily and cost-effectively provide content fast, securely,

and reliably to the target audience, wherever it might be.
 Deliver to content any device, formatted appropriately.
 Get valuable insight into the users of that content.
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CDN FEATURES

Jupiter CDN offers some great features, including:
 Global coverage, with PoPs (points of presence) across the

world.
 Fast delivery of content anywhere over HTTP, RTMP, HDS,

HLS, and Smooth.
 Safe delivery to virtually any device, including PCs, laptops,

tablets or mobile phones running Windows, Linux, iOS or
Android.

 Handling a variety for video encoding, including industry
standard H.264, with multibit rates.

 Extensive policies to protect content from unauthorized
access, including IP-address restrictions, "geo-blocking" (for
geographic restrictions) and token-based authentication
(enabling multi-level restrictions based on business logic).

 Logging of usage for billing and analytics purposes.
 A special add-on, that makes the whole process of

preparing and publishing videos very easy.

With a great local and global coverage, Jupiter CDN can
deliver content faster, safer and better, to any device,
anywhere.

Jupiter CDN Solutions helps content publishers and network
service providers profit from delivering a better Internet
multimedia experience to their customers.

GREAT CDN COVERAGE

CDN SERVICES

Jupiter CDN provides the following basic
services:
 Web-acceleration – a cost-effective

way to scale a website to cope with
large audiences or flash-crowds.

 File-download – a fast, scalable and
efficient, delivery of digital assets, such
as videos, software patches or games
updates.

 Video on demand (VoD) – better
quality streaming of videos, from
movies to corporate or home videos.

 Live-streaming – a more reliable way
to stream live events, including the
ability to pause, rewind and resume
the live-stream.

With a great local and global coverage, Jupiter CDN can
deliver content faster, safer and better, to any device,
anywhere.

Jupiter CDN Solutions helps content publishers and network
service providers profit from delivering a better Internet
multimedia experience to their customers.

PRICES LIST

END USER
Traffic usage up to 5TB IDR 5000/GB/mo.
Traffic usage more than 5TB IDR 4000/GB/mo.
Traffic usage more than 10TB call us.

PARTNER / RESELLER
Starting IDR 3000/GB/month. Please call us.


